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Strength in Collaboration
No man is an island entire of itself; every man is a piece of the continent, a
part of the main;
- John Donne, 1624
Replace ‘man’ with ‘tourism business’ and ‘continent’ with ‘destination’ in this quote and it states one of
the most important truths about the tourism industry. Success in the tourism industry is necessarily
collaborative. It is necessarily interdependent on similarly focused professionals, clusters of businesses
and geographically aligned regions. Monterey County and the businesses that lie within exemplify this
paradigm and the success that can be achieved by adhering to this truth. Collaboration has been the
primary ingredient to success in the past and will be so much more important in the coming years.
The 2016-2017 Fiscal Year will be as formidable as ever and the business plan that follows serves as the
roadmap to continued growth and balance. Each step we take toward ‘next level’ success is dependent
on the path we all – collaborating as a destination – have taken in the past. So in this plan we take a
moment to consider the steps already taken with a “Brief Look Back” – how we launched a brand
strategy, initited an entirely new approach to building group business, garnered support for the
renovation of a vital community asset – to provide some perspective for the coming years. Looking
forward, we’ve also set goals not just for the next fiscal year but for the next three years – and lay out
strategies derived from community collaboration to achieve them.
Collaboration is the mortar between the bricks that have built, strengthen and will grow Monterey
County’s tourism economy. Whether you are a small business owner, a general manager or director of
sales for a hotel, an elected official or one of the many others with a vested interest in growing our
tourism economy, the following business plan relies on and emphasizes how we collectively and
collaboratively continue to grow our industry.

Bob Buescher
Chair, Board of Directors

Tammy Blount
President & CEO
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Executive Summary
The Monterey County Convention & Visitors Bureau
(MCCVB) is a Sales and Marketing organization
dedicated to growing the tourism economy in
Monterey County. After several years of adhering to
a brand marketing approach resulting in consecutive
years of growth in the tourism economy, the
question we must now address is how to maintain
positive momentum and incremental visitation. Our
answer is based on three key organizational pillars:
– working with each
business, all jurisdictions and every
stakeholder in an orchestrated approach
designed to maximize the benefits of
tourism for the entire destination. MCCVB
programs cannot succeed without a totally
collaborative approach.
– incremental growth
is reliant on reaching new audiences in new
markets. In the past couple of years, MCCVB
has created a foundation to expand our
reach and tap into new markets, including
Group Sales and International. In the coming
year, MCCVB will continue to focus on incremental growth.
– a new marketing approach introduced in the past year will be
expanded upon in the next. Content marketing is fully integrating and synergizing paid media,
earned media (PR) and social marketing. While this is a relatively new approach for destination
marketing organizations (DMOs), it has been used successfully by many top brands and has
proven to be both efficient and effective.
These are the essential ingredients to achieving our next level of success, and together they deliver
unstoppable momentum that we intend to carry into the next year.
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Long-Term Strategic Plan
Inspire the world to experience our extraordinary destination.

Drive business growth through compelling marketing and targeted sales initiatives that maximize the
benefits of tourism to our guests, members and community.
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Objectives, Goals & Metrics

1.

Earned Media more focused on targeted/high quality destinations with higher propensity to travel to Monterey County

Department goals are the key outcomes determined by the Board of Directors. In addition, the team is
constantly tracking a variety of metrics that play into the achievement of these ultimate outcomes. From
Intent to Visit to definite room-nights and a variety of others, a number of metrics are considered and
evaluated in order to better optimize focus and effort. These metrics are reported and reviewed monthly.
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Budget Snapshot

*Jurisdiction investments are based upon a formula of
previous years’ actual TOT collections.

Expense has been budgeted slightly higher than revenue to allow for negotiated savings and other
savings that typically manifest from vacancies due to normal staff turnover.
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Situation Analysis
The Tourism Economy
Tourism is one of the most important industries in
the world. Nationally, the United States Travel
Association estimates that in 2015 tourism
generated over $2.1 trillion with over 15 million
people make their living from the tourism
economy. In 2015, California tourism generated
over $122.5 billion, an increase of 3.4% over 2014,
with over one million jobs. For Monterey County,
tourism is vital to the economic well-being of the
region with over $2.7 billion in economic impact—surpassing the statewide average growth with a 4.5%
increase over 2014. Tourism in Monterey County provides jobs to over 24,000 people, and while
generating over $209 million in total taxes, it provides over $109 million in local taxes that stays in and
directly benefits the community.

It is said that a rising tide will favor all, but this is not always so in the highly competitive tourism industry.
In the past couple of years, tourism has seen a rebound with more people traveling and spending at
higher levels than before. Each visitor represents revenue opportunities for businesses and tax dollars for
residents. Therefore, destinations compete with one another to drive up their market share—in part by
stealing shares from competitive destinations. The difference between achieving moderate success and
outpacing competitors is usually marked by the ways that a destination markets itself.
While the rebound of the tourism economy has been a source of good news, the even better news is that
MCCVB and our stakeholders have unified and collaborated to ensure that Monterey County performs at
levels greater than average. In the past two years, Monterey County has outpaced the national growth
average of visitor spending, the average for the state of California and the averages of our closest and
most competitive counties. This is in great part due to the power of our collaborations.

*Source: Dean Runyan California Travel Impacts 2015
**Source: US Travel Association Forecast Reports 2016
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Travel Outlook
The outlook for travel and tourism is directly linked with the overall outlook for the economy. While the
economy has consistently improved over the past several years, economic uncertainty lingers due to a
host of factors, including stagnate growth in wages, political unpredictability over upcoming national
elections and world events involving terrorism and economic downturns.
The good news is that the rebound in key economic measures seems to be consistently positive. Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) is largely considered one of the most important macro-economic indications of
the overall economy. It’s the sum total of all goods and services produced by a country. When GDP is
down, as it was in 2009 with a -2.80% growth rate, the economy is experiencing decline. When GDP is up,
as it was in 2013 at 1.88% growth, the economy is in a state of improvement. 2016 is projected to
experience 3.28% growth, and 2017 and 2018 are currently projected to see over 2.7% growth per year.
Another projection that merits positivism is
USA Unemployment Rate
employment. The unemployment rate has
declined from 9.9% in 2009 to 5% at the end
of 2015 according to the Bureau of Labor
Statistics (BLS). The BLS also predicts a 6.5%
increase in the overall USA workforce
between 2014 and 2024. Though hints of
uncertainty remain, without question there
are more people working in recent years and
more jobs being created for the future. This
positive outlook means the potential for
more discretionary income is also projected to grow, according to the US Bureau of Economic Analysis.
More disposable dollars mean greater potential for continued travel growth.
Another key factor for travel and tourism
USA Consumer Sentiment
outlook is consumer sentiment, which
gauges consumer feelings about the
economy and their ability to spend
disposable income. While national consumer
sentiment appear like a craggy roller coaster,
a positive trend line is discernable. For the
State of California, the travel outlook is
cautiously optimistic with projections for an average of 2.0% growth per year through 2020.

“While the economy is not running on all cylinders, the most important ones are firing away.”
-

Travel Outlook, USTA, July 2016
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According to the USTA, the travel economy mirrors the overall economy. That is, there are tangible signs
of growth and evidence to support continued expansion. There are also factors that could reverse and
inhibit that growth. Overall, travel spending is generally projected to increase into the next decade with
steady growth in both domestic and international visitations.

In terms of total domestic person-trips, overall growth is forecasted, but the rate of growth is expected to
decline in the coming years according to the USTA (US Travel Forecast, July 13, 2016).

“Meetings mean business,” declares the USTA—and they support that statement with impressive
numbers. Travel for group business contributes over $114 billion to the travel economy and creates
nearly one million jobs. During the recovery of the travel economy, group travel was one of the fastest
growing sectors, and a recent American Express study demonstrates that meetings across all segments of
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the industry are increasing, along with the number of attendees and the number of days per meeting.
This projection holds across all types of meetings.

Overall growth for corporate travel is increasing, but the rate of increase is expected to slow in the
coming years according to a recent PhoCusWright study. Growth by group segment is mixed but Meeting
Planners International (MPI) published an April 2016 survey of planners that shows corporate meetings
will see the greatest growth in the coming year, followed by association meetings, with government
meetings projecting a decline.

A major factor in the travel outlook for Monterey County is international travel, which makes up 7% or
over 17 million person-trips to California. This is particularly considerable when factoring in that
international travelers, especially overseas travelers, tend to spend significantly more on their trips. For
example, the average Chinese traveler to California in 2014 spent $2,253 on their trip compared to $735
per trip spent by domestic visitors to Monterey County that same year.
One of the brighter spots on the travel economy horizon is the projected growth for international
visitation. The pace for growth in this segment will be steady and it will outpace the growth of domestic
expenditure, according to the USTA.
While China remains the fastest growing country for international travel to California, Canada and Mexico
are the number one and number two, respectively, top markets for California travel. These three are the
top priority markets for Monterey County, and because Visit California and Brand USA both have co-op
marketing programs with each of them, significant opportunities are believed to be available.
MCCVB has also identified opportunistic markets that include the United Kingdom and Germany with the
advent of new non-stop air service from these countries into Mineta San José International Airport. The
UK alone is a considerable contributor of international visitors to California; it remains fourth behind the
three priority markets, and the UK actually tops the number of Mexico visitors by air.

Competitive Considerations
Monterey County competes with a variety of destinations depending on the type of traveler. The
destinations in our comp set are primarily determined by those that consumers and customers report in
our research programs as destinations they are considering aside from Monterey County. For leisure
travelers, these tend to be similarly sized destinations with some or many comparable experiences. For
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group travelers, destinations depend on the type (corporate, association, incentive, other) and the size of
the group. For international travelers, we engage in coopetition with neighboring regional partners
because research shows they stay longer and visit more places, and these markets are best reached with
shared and leveraged resources (e.g., Visit California, Brand USA). With these visitors it is better to band
together to get them to our region for a portion of their total travel spending.

“Destination Promotion:
An Engine of Economic
Development”
Oxford Economics is one of the
world’s foremost organizations
focused on economic analysis, forecasting and consulting.
They have conducted extensive analysis for and with a
multitude of destinations, and in 2014 they published a
definitive report on the economic impact of tourism
promotion.
Overall, the 60-page report quantitatively reinforced how tourism is a major driver of community growth
and well-being. Their key findings:

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

i.

As incomes rise, consumer spending on travel has grown at an even faster rate, and employment
in the travel economy has led growth during the recent economic recovery
Hospitality and tourism have outperformed the aggregate of all other traded cluster export
sectors since 1998, with employment expanding nearly 10% while all others shrank 1%
As incomes rise and globalization continues, US destinations are poised to continue to capitalize
through targeted promotional investments.
Destination marketing plays an integral and indispensable role in the competitiveness of the
visitor economy by pooling resources to provide the scale and marketing infrastructure to
promote a place to national and international markets

Building transportation networks and connecting to new markets
Raising the destination profile
Targeted economic development through conventions and trade shows
Raising the quality of life

Destinations with a higher concentration of visitor-related industries have tended to grow faster
than average over the past decade
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ii.
iii.

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Econometric tests show that employment shifts in the visitor economy are followed in
subsequent years by sustained changes in growth in other parts of the economy
A 10% increase in a destination’s visitor-related employment relative to the US average tends to
be followed by a 1.5% rise in broader employment in the short-run

Air service development initiatives can be more effective with DMOs at the table
The building and adoption of a brand should be coordinated between DMOs and EDAs (Economic
Development Agencies)
EDAs and DMOs should maintain a platform for regular communication
For important new investment bids, EDA coordination with DMOs results in the best possible
pitch
EDAs and DMOs can jointly leverage strategic conferences and trade shows

These findings support the path MCCVB has taken in the past several years and act as guide posts for the
future. As a DMO, MCCVB may lead the direction for the destination in growing the tourism economy,
but the tourism economy is itself part of a larger opportunity for economic development and
improvement in resident quality of life. Hence, collaboration with other organizations within Monterey
County including Economic Development, MCHA, Monterey Regional Airport, City Councils and beyond
are vital to fully leveraging the benefits of tourism for all in the community.

Customer Segmentation
An in-depth study by Strategic Marketing and
Research Insights (SMARI) identifies the largest
and most high-value visitor segments in Monterey
County tourism based on the Nielsen PRIZM geodemographic system for customer segmentation
in the United States. Out of 66 different PRIZM
consumer sets, 13 of them account for about half
of actual Monterey visitors. SMARI groups the 13
PRIZM segments based on travel preferences and
demographics to create five high-value Monterey
visitor types: Money & Brains, Trend Setters,
Family Connections, The Young & the Curious and
Free at Last. This information is used to guide
MCCVB messaging and media strategies.
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Monterey County Lodging Guests and Visitor Intercept Surveys were performed by Destination Analysts
to develop a Monterey County Visitor Profile Study, providing a clear and more in-depth picture of visitor
demographics and decision-making factors.

GUEST PROFILE HIGHLIGHTS
Average Age

49.3 Years

Average Annual Household Income

$129,925

Children at Home (<18 yrs.)

25.9%

On Vacation

50.8%

Weekend Getaway

29.8%

First Time to Monterey

21.3%

Average Party Size
Average Length of Stay
Spending Per Person Per Day
Mode of Arrival
Most Important Reason for Trip to
Monterey

2.7 Persons
3.0 Days
2.3 Nights
$213.65
79.4% Car
62.3% Scenic
Beauty
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Group Sales: Trends, Issues & Opportunities
A variety of reports and studies, including one from Carlson Wagonlit Travel, has indicated that demand
for meetings and conferences will increase in coming years. CWT’s study predicts a 4.2% increase for
group rooms in 2016. However, this study was a macro trend analysis on North American group travel, so
the findings are to be interpreted based on localized market conditions. Markets such as Monterey
County have challenges such as limited airlift and being surrounded by much bigger, more accessible
cities such as San Jose, San Francisco and San Diego. Nevertheless, Monterey County has thus far
surpassed the projected rate trend with Group ADR growth of 7.1% and Group RevPAR growth of 4.6% in
FY15-16, according to Smith Travel Research. The key takeaway is that the business climate for groups,
meetings and conferences is optimistic.

If the group travel climate is sunny, the competitive nature of the business dots the sky with clouds. First
and foremost, no destination can take industry growth projections for granted. Success for Monterey
County is in part reliant on understanding and taking advantage of key trends.

Meeting planners still rule the roost in terms of determining
destination selection. However, in recent years, especially with
Millennials entering the group travel market, the experience
associated with the meeting is critically important to driving
attendance. A recent article on MeetingNet.com showcases “5
Myths About Attendees that Can Wreck Your Meeting.” Chief
among them: not paying enough attention to the overall
experience. There is no destination on the west coast better
able to positively maximize this trend’s opportunities than
Monterey County.

With the increases in demand for group rooms and venues
comes pressure on lead times for meetings and conferences.
MCCVB and Monterey County group-oriented hotels have seen
this trend firsthand, witnessing RFPs being required in half or
less the amount of time of just a few years ago. Fortunately,
this is an area where DMOs like MCCVB can assist in ensuring
the process is as smooth and complete as possible.
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Booking a group meeting or conference pits
multiple well-meaning sides against each
other. On one side there is the meeting
planner; on the other are multiple hotels and
venues vying for business. One requires a
meaningful ROI-based experience for
attendees; the other requires a meaningful
profit. MCCVB synergizes these expectations
and plays a key role in not only attracting
business for the destination, making the
process easier and more productive for the
hotel partners,but also ensuring the outcome
for the attendees within the destination.

With competition being as serious as ever, Monterey
County has an opportunity in a key emerging trend:
food and beverage. F&B is not only considered as a
top three cost consideration in planning meetings;
planners understand that their attendees are seeking
more and better options, according to “Top Trends
2016” from Successful Meetings. This is clearly a
distinct competitive advantage for our region.
Standard fare with a lookout for dietary concerns is
no longer enough. Attendees are not just seeking fuel
for their meetings or conferences. They are looking to be wowed and to take away something distinctive
from their travel experience. Fully customized menus that blend locally sourced ingredients and indulging
handcrafted beverages from micro-brews to wine are now an expectation.

o
o

It should be no surprise that overall trends in the meetings and conference segment of the tourism
economy parallel trends for conference centers as a sub-segment of that industry. Such trends benefit
Monterey County and the Monterey Conference Center that will open completely renovated in 2017. The
MCC has an opportunity to take advantage of those trends and become the hottest new venue on the
west coast.
— From wifi to the latest in audio-visual, technology is absolutely critical.
— Technology is not just wires, gigabytes and bandwidth. It is fostering connections both
electronic and interpersonal between attendees and those around them and their organizations and co18 | P a g e

o

workers in other places. Connectivity is a bigger matter and involves space design as well as tech; further,
it involves connection between the conference facility itself and its surrounding region. In all these
dimensions, the MCC and Monterey County are poised to redefine inspired and innovative meetings.
— Some veteran meeting planners and seasoned business travelers might equate
larger meeting venues with more generic menus. A recent blog on MeetingsNet.com (March 15, 2016)
reinforced the need for “fresh, local, and sustainable…the trend is shifting from quantity to quality.”

Leisure Travel: Trends, Issues & Opportunities
What was old is new again. In the travel and tourism
industry, that means new recognition of the
importance of the experience of making travel
decisions. Yet, what has travel ever been but an
experience? This recognition is not without serious
consideration as now more than ever consumers are
more self-aware. The digital age has trained us to
think in terms of user-experience: experiencing the
now, sharing the now with others and expanding
both one’s personal experience portfolio and
engagement with friends and family.
It is not surprising then that consumers are not just looking for
places to visit and things do while there. These are important
aspects, but more important is the total experience. The total
story. More importantly, travelers are placing a premium on
authenticity. The experience is not enough anymore; travelers
desire authentic stories to gather and add to their own life
narrative. This is one of the best opportunities for Monterey
County as our region delivers genuine experiences from wine
country, the ocean and outdoor adventure.

With the foretelling of the rise of the Millennial generation over the past several years, it is perhaps not
surprising to learn from a Pew Research Center study published in April 2016 that this generational
segment has at last become the largest. Millennials topped 75.4 million in 2015, surpassing the next
largest segment, Baby Boomers, who total 74.9 million. In between is Generation X, and beyond is a
generational segment generically referred to as “post-Millennial.”
While Millennials are a sheer force of total population numbers, the numbers that count most in the
travel industry are related to buying power. Here, Generation X has the highest median income and Baby
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Boomers reign supreme in terms of personal net worth according to a study by the Shullman Research
Center (2015).
The most important point about generational considerations for
Monterey County is the need to market to the traveler we need today
while never taking an eye off the customer we want tomorrow. Some
destinations and travel marketers are notoriously shortsighted in
attracting travelers for immediate goals, and they lose sight of who will
put heads in beds, fill shops and restaurants and buy attraction tickets in
future years.
Monterey County sits on a generational divide with an average visitor age
of 49.3 years, according the last annual MCCVB Visitor Profile Study. This
is right between Baby Boomers and Generation X, the segments with the
most disposable income for travel. However, Millennials are the fifth
largest segment of travelers to Monterey County.

The process of planning and booking has evolved at an incredibly rapid
pace. In the mid-1990s there were over 34,000 travel agents in the USA.
This number declined to roughly 14,000–15,000 by 2012 (NY Times, April
20, 2012). Do-it-yourself travel planning has increased exponentially with
the rapid evolution of travel-related technology, online travel agency and
apps. This trend continues to this day.
Travelers today are less influenced by advertising for destinations and they tend to determine travel
methods on their own. Travelers increasingly rely on social media, mobile websites and peer reviews for
travel information, as opposed to traditional sources such as newspapers, magazines and television.

In their research, Google has identified five stages of the total travel experience. Each stage holds
opportunities to influence and inspire through Content Marketing.
I.
— Every vacation begins with a dream
that inspires travel plans. This dream might be inspired
by an online ad, an idyllic set in a movie or a
recommendation from a friend. From the dreaming
stage, it isn’t long before planning begins.
II.
— Once a traveler is in the planning stage,
statistics indicate that they’ll visit around 20 different
websites in order to find and refine the perfect
vacation. According to Google, 66% of people spend
time shopping around before booking travel.
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III.
IV.

V.

— Once a traveler has completed the first two stages of dreaming and planning,
it’s time to book the trip.
— After choosing vacation plans through
careful research and consideration, the outcome of the
experience stage is largely reliant on hotel, restaurant and
attraction staff encountered during their stay. A great travel
experience results in happy customers who are likely to share
their experience online with their network.
—In the sharing stage, customer reviews or photos
of their experience can influence members of their network
to enter their own dreaming and planning stages. Most travelers book accommodations or
make reservations based on friend and family recommendations.
Targeting travelers at each of the five stages with tailored messaging ensures that our brand
is with them along their journey.

Strategic Alliance & Channel Partners
Success in the tourism economy is not only based on smart actions, but also on cultivating collaborative
relationships. Specifically, it depends on developing and leveraging relationships with key strategic and
travel channel partners. As a world-renown destination, Monterey County relies on reaching out to
partners across the country and around the world for continued incremental growth. In maintaining
these vital relationships, we are also able to tap into accumulated knowledge and experience throughout
the industry.

Brand USA is the destination marketing organization
(DMO) for the United States. It was established by the
Travel Promotion Act to spearhead the nation's first
global marketing efforts to promote the United States as a
premier travel destination to worldwide travelers. Brand
USA has international offices around the globe and
creates a variety of co-op opportunities, including several
that MCCVB has taken advantage of in China, Mexico,
Canada and the United Kingdom. These initiatives provide
a reach that would be unattainable without their
programs. http://www.thebrandusa.com/

Visit California, also known as the California Travel &
Tourism Commission, is a non-profit organization with a mission to develop and maintain marketing
programs in partnership with the state’s travel industry that keep California top-of-mind as a premier
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travel destination. MCCVB works hand-in-hand with Visit California on multiple marketing initiatives and
target audiences. http://www.visitcalifornia.com/

SF Travel’s mission is to enhance the local economy by marketing San Francisco and the Bay Area as the
premier destination for conventions, meetings, events and leisure travel. MCCVB has taken advantage of
marketing opportunities as a premier partner destination Beyond San Francisco.
http://www.sanfrancisco.travel/beyond-san-francisco

The CCTC is a non-profit organization comprised of DMOs and tourism professionals throughout the
California Central Coast whose marketing efforts accomplish collectively what no single tourism entity
can do alone: promote the entire California Central Coast as a destination and maximize its members’
tourism budgets. MCCVB partners in their marketing efforts to international audiences, especially in the
Tour & Travel markets. http://www.centralcoast-tourism.com/

International airlift into San Jose Airport (SJC) is on the rise
with direct flights from Canada, England, China and Germany
being added over the past year. To promote new flights and
attract additional flights into SJC, the San Jose CVB has
received an influx of funding to expand its marketing reach.
MCCVB and Visit Santa Cruz have partnered with Team San
Jose to brand our region “San Jose to Monterey Bay” and
showcase the attractions and unique experiences available to
international visitors within this region.
MCCVB further promotes our destination through
partnerships with industry organizations that focus on
growing travel and related interests that contribute to
expanding the brand and increasing visitation.

As the global trade association for official DMOs, Destination
Marketing Association International (DMAI) protects and
advances the success of destination marketing worldwide
through research and education. MCCVB CEO Tammy Blount
serves on the Board of DMAI and will become Chair in 2017.
DMAI is an essential resource for in-depth research,
development of proprietary measurements and standards
and industry partnerships.
http://www.destinationmarketing.org/
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USTA is a 1,200-member non-profit organization dedicated to growing the travel economy in the United
States. They are a leading source of industry research and they lead the charge in identifying challenges
and opportunities. They also produce two important industry events: IPW and ESTO.
https://www.ustravel.org/

Cal Travel is the industry voice for travel in California. They are a source of research as well as an
advocacy and education organization.
http://caltravel.org/

The MCVGA is dedicated to promoting and supporting the art, science and business of wine in Monterey
County. Focused on increasing the consumption of wines made in Monterey County on a local, regional,
national and international level, their programs often dovetail with those of the MCCVB—after all, a sip
of Monterey County wine anywhere in the world is a chance to experience a Monterey County moment.
http://www.montereywines.org/

The MCHA is the trade association for all facets of Monterey County hospitality businesses and
employees. Their goals include education, advocacy and employee recognition and MCCVB works with
MCHA to collaborate on education initiatives and ensure that the Monterey brand is infused into
programs such as their My Monterey training program for front line employees. http://www.mcha.net/

The Monterey Regional Airport (MRY) is a key transportation partner for Monterey County and MCCVB
with airline relationships including American Airlines, United Airlines, Alaska Airlines and Allegiant Air and
direct service from San Francisco, Los Angeles, San Diego, Phoenix and Las Vegas. MCCVB works with
MRY in a number of ways including promoting direct air service, such as the November 2015 launch of
new service from LA on Alaska Air, promoting the destination brand at the airport itself and collaborating
on data analysis to secure new direct service. http://www.montereyairport.com/
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A Brief Look Back
The road ahead for a destination is partly guided by
a firm understanding of its history. It has been three
years since the MCCVB introduced an entirely new
marketing approach for Monterey County—an
approach that was and remains entirely based on
research, including qualitative consumer insights,
quantitative analysis and in many instances simply
listening to our most important customers. As we
collaborate with the community on next-level
thinking for the coming three years, it is a
worthwhile endeavor to take a quick look back on
the path that has created a new level of success to this point.

Branding Monterey County
Prior to FY13-14, the MCCVB relied on a traditional destination marketing approach in which the focus of
advertising, public relations, promotions and other forms of marketing communications was asset- and
activity-driven: things to do and see. In order to market Monterey County in a more enduring and
compelling way, the MCCVB shifted gears in FY13-14 and transitioned to a brand-driven marketing
approach. Branding—whether done by Target, Apple or Monterey County—relies on harnessing an
emotional connection to not only sell a product or service, but to create an enduring and more
meaningful relationship with consumers. And, a successful destination’s brand marketing strategy creates
a strong emotional connection with its visitors.
At its core, branding is about truth. The truth about what travelers are seeking and what a destination
can legitimately offer. As with any MCCVB strategy, research was first employed to reveal the truth
within the Monterey County brand and to find the link with what consumers are looking for in a travel
destination. As a result of many focus groups and quantitative surveys, we learned that the Monterey
County brand not only touched the hearts and minds of travelers—it transcended deeper. Monterey
invigorates their souls.
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Another step in the process was determining what to call the Monterey County brand—what is our
region’s identity? Again, the answer lied with travelers, and additional research was deployed to
determine the most positive, useful way they refer to our region. The research was conducted in part by
showing consumers the geographic area of Monterey County without labeling any part of it. Of the
numerous ways that respondents referred to the region, overwhelmingly predominant identity chosen
was “Monterey,” without use of the word “county.”

Further, the research showed that consumers have preexisting feelings and ideas about the word
“Monterey” including notions such as romantic, escape, adventuresome, alluring and bucket list—all of
which provide fertile emotional ground for building emotional connections to the brand.
As a result, the brand identity and logo evolved
from this:

To this:

While the brand is referred to as “Monterey,” an umbrella identity, the brand marketing program
involves and promotes the Monterey County product from Seaside to Soledad, Moss Landing to Big Sur
and each and every life-enriching moment within.

Just as with the overall destination brand, our new branding approach addressed how we brand
Monterey County for group sales. Similarly, research was employed with meeting planners—from those
who know us best, our Customer Advisory Board (CAB), to those planners who have never before booked
a meeting in Monterey County. The research involved one-on-one and group interviews as well as
qualitative nationwide surveys, and covered topics ranging from the Monterey brand and its positioning
to the Monterey Conference Center and the potential impact of its renovation.
Brand direction for Monterey County for group travelers
stems from the same truth motivating leisure travelers: it is
about inspiration. In fact, our CAB said that between the
incredible nature-made landscape to the great variety of
interesting spaces and life-enriching places to hold meetings within the county, inspiration is our top
competitive differentiator. Hence, the new brand identity for groups was born: “Monterey, Inspired
Moments in Meetings.”
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The Monterey Conference Center (MCC) has been a centerpiece for meetings in Monterey County since
its opening in 1977. It has a rich legacy as a center of innovation where companies and associations come
to think and create; in fact, it is the birthplace of the TED Conference. However, as with any conference
center, there comes a time to evolve. The questions when, how and what to expect were posed, and the
MCCVB was called upon to help find the answers.
Research again guided the process to uncover the answers, and in 2013 the MCCVB conducted a
cost/benefit analysis (Monterey Conference Center Report, SMARI, October 2013) on the renovation that
involved analyzing a number of data inputs. Based on the data available at the time, the report compared
the potential gains from a building renovation versus the potential losses of going without one. The
results clearly demonstrated that, given those variables, there were significant potential benefits to
renovation. Between this study and qualitative feedback from the CAB on the MCC renovation, the
answer on whether to renovate was a resounding “yes,” and the time seemed to be “as soon as
possible.”
The next question was how to best leverage this investment. In conjunction with the City of Monterey
and the MCC team, the MCCVB led a comprehensive brand positioning and identity initiative for this
important community asset. One of the key findings from the research was that the MCC’s positioning as
a meeting and conference facility is inextricably tied to the positioning of Monterey County as one of the
most inspirational destinations for meetings anywhere. Whereas Monterey County is recognized for and
competitively advantaged by its inspiration, the MCC could be positioned as a hub of innovation within
the greater destination.
Based on this positioning and working with the design team of the MCC architect firm, SOM, the MCCVB
led the development of the new brand identity, taking the old to the new:

Where innovation and inspiration meet. ™
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THE PLAN
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪

GROUP SALES & STRATEGIC CLIENT
SERVICES
MONTEREY CONFERENCE CENTER
MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS
VISITOR SERVICES & MEMBERSHIP
COMMUNITY RELATIONS
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Group Sales & Strategic Client Services
Generating leads that result in new group business for Monterey County hotels is the primary objective
of the MCCVB sales team. The continued evolution and improvement of our sales team and its focus on
developing relationships with hotels serve to deliver on increased booked room nights. Key to achieving
this goal will be our assurance of top-quality leads (targeting new and higher rated business during offpeak times) and increased hotel response to RFPs.

Corporate

State
Association

National
Association

Incentive

SMERF

Definition

Company/group
authorized to act
as a single entity

Group
organized for a
joint purpose
with State-only
membership

Group
organized for a
joint purpose
with Nationalonly
membership

Company where
the primary goal
of booking is as
reward to
employees/clients

Acronym: Social,
Military,
Educational,
Religious or
Fraternal groups

Timing

Can meet any time
of the year, but
avoid summer
months/holidays.
2–3 day pattern
Range: 10-600
people

Book in spring
and fall dates
on weekdays.
3–5 day pattern
Range: 100-800
people

Book in spring
or fall dates on
weekdays.
3–5 day
pattern
Range: 3001,000 people

Book over
summer or
holiday periods
during weekday
or weekends.
3–5 day pattern
Range: 10-40
people

Looking for deal
periods, so book
summer or
holiday and offpeak winter
months.

Pricing Needs

Will pay higher
rates, but not
flexible with dates

More rate
sensitive and
more flexible
with dates

Somewhat rate
sensitive, less
flexible with
dates

Least rate
sensitive, looking
for highest rated
facilities

Most flexible
with dates,
looking for the
best deal

Segment

For a meeting planner or attendee, ensuring that the hotel is fitting, the meeting room is correctly set
and the F&B is delivered on time are all a given. These planning logistics are expected and important, but
they are no longer the hinge that winning the business swings on. Instead, planners and their attendees
have dramatically increased expectations and now look for an impressive experience. The experience is
everything. Planners have never had so many choices and they know meeting attendance will suffer if
they can’t create and fulfill expectations of an outstanding experience. Now more than ever, they depend
on DMOs to help carry that weight.
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Monterey County is uniquely designed to fulfill this challenge, and our sales team has aligned itself to
focus on the total experience. In selling the destination, we act as experience brokers dedicated to
working with planners and our members to envision, design and deliver extraordinary experiences.
The key ingredient of our destination’s brand of extraordinary experiences is inspiration. Extensive
research with meeting planners shows that Monterey County tops other destinations in terms of its
ability to deliver life- and business-enriching inspiration.

Group Sales’ strategic plans will continue to focus on lead generation with an added emphasis on booked
room nights and relationship building for continued growth. FY16-17 tactics will build upon the
foundation of previous years with a multi-tiered client outreach at key industry trade shows, regional
client events and destination FAM tours.

MCCVB will focus on appointment shows that target high-propensity customers and offer the best
opportunities for customer engagement.

Client events are about generating excitement for Monterey County and developing relationships.
Elements of engagement and fun are foundational to creating strong ROI.

A focused approach on large industry events will gain more destination recognition from a wider, more
targeted audience. We will continue to target highly rated corporate clients from MPS, PCMA, SITE and
AMEX.

2016-17 will feature entertaining and interesting FAMs that bring clients to Monterey and allow them to
experience our destination in a relaxing, engaged and memorable way. These FAMs will be themed or
event-based and include education, site visits and interactive components.
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International group focus will revolve around China’s MICE (Meetings, Incentive, Corporate & Exhibition)
opportunities as well as both incentive and corporate group business from Mexico and Canada. Tour and
Travel market development will continue to focus on building product in these target markets while
supporting Visit California’s 23 international offices, as they bring important FAMs for four operators and
airlines around the globe.

The MCCVB Group Sales team will again leverage industry partnerships in order to provide greater
exposure for Monterey County hotels and meeting spaces. All of these partnerships will focus on lead
generation and are supported by industry trade shows and publications.

Cvent is a leading cloud-based enterprise event management platform, including destination and venue
selection. MCCVB has elevated the profile of Monterey within the Cvent network, enabling our hotel
partners to increase group business demand through targeted advertising and improve conversion
through proprietary demand management and business intelligence solutions.

HelmsBriscoe (HB) is a meetings procurement and site selection agency offering an easy alternative to
the complexity and expense of planning an event. MCCVB is excited to be a preferred partner with HB,
utilizing opportunities to promote Inspired Moments in Meetings with their associates and to their
clients.

ConferenceDirect is a third party meeting planner agency that places thousands of meetings and events
into hotels and destinations around the world every year. Ninety-six percent of their events are placed
with Preferred Partners, a program in which MCCVB participates.

Leisure sales will continue working closely with
wholesalers, domestic receptive operators and
international outbound tour operators to fill shoulder
seasons and need periods. Primary activities include
participating in B2B travel trade shows, conducting
overseas sales missions and hosting FAMs for agents
and tour operators to experience Monterey firsthand.
In FY16-17, we will build on the successes of the
previous fiscal year to further develop international
source markets in China, Canada and Mexico by
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leveraging partnerships with Brand USA, Visit California, San Francisco Travel and our in-market
representation in China.
Last year, President Obama and President Xi announced that 2016 will be the US-China Tourism Year.
Throughout the year, the Department of Commerce will be working with the China National Tourism
Administration, Brand USA, the U.S. Travel Association and other partners to promote travel and tourism
between the United States and China. The MCCVB team will continue to promote Monterey to tour
operators in both tier-one and tier-two cities that are sending new air lift to San Jose and San Francisco
international airports. In Canada and Mexico, we will create product packages that will be delivered to
key operators or wholesalers and available for them to sell via their website or other channels.

This segment will continue to be our primary resource in growing tour and travel business within our
market, ensuring that we have strong relationships with the receptive operators bringing business to our
region.

China, Mexico and Canada market initiatives include trade shows and sales missions in order to grow
relationships with tour operators that can or do bring business to California’s Central Coast. We will work
with our partners to create unique and interesting tours and opportunities with Monterey County to
help attract more international business. A comprehensive international plan for Monterey County
dovetails both Visit California and San Francisco Travel’s international plans. It is critical that we work
closely with these organizations in order to utilize and leverage the resources available to us to help
grow business from new segments. The Central Coast Tourism Commission (CCTC) and the Monterey Bay
Aquarium are active partners in additional international markets, such as the UK and Australia.
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Strategic Client Services (SCS) works with our community to create the magic for Monterey County
meeting planners and attendees. Focused on enhancing the destination’s value proposition, we offer a
number of services to meeting planners. These services are designed to make our customers’ jobs of
planning a memorable and profitable meeting—and, therefore, their destination choice—easier. These
services include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Site Visit Microsites
Event Microsites
Online Mapping Tools
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Programs
Monterey Medical Meetings
Flash Your Badge Program
Pre & Post Conference Activities
Client Event Planning
Client Site Inspections

Leveraging these services will deliver an enhanced experience for our clients. A stronger client outreach
program is underway to expand awareness and utilization of these value-add programs.
Strategic Client Services represents a core value in our message and purpose. SCS marketing is seamlessly
integrated with all Group Sales marketing, and its services and programs are promoted by sales
executives brokering the experience to meeting planners. The SCS team ensures that each experience is
extraordinary. An extraordinary experience leads to positive content messaging before, during and after
the event itself, resulting in extended stays, return trips and brand ambassadors, or evangelists, for
Monterey County.

GROUP SALES
FULL CALENDAR AVAILABLE ONLINE: SeeMonterey.com/Calendar
Have questions or suggestions? Email Sales@SeeMonterey.com or call 831-657-6426
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Monterey Conference Center
The Monterey Conference Center has always been the hub of innovation as part of Monterey County’s
portfolio of meeting and conference facilities. Its renovation and reopening in Spring 2017 will not only
reinvigorate the venue as a state-of-the-art conference facility, but also reinforce the region’s standing as
a premier, inspirational meetings destination. Monterey County and the MCC have a long legacy of
incredibly inspirational meetings. This renovation will make the MCC next-gen capable and better suited
to continue its legacy of incubating new thinking and new ideas.

Our primary goal in creating strategic group customer targets is to enhance our ability to bring groups to
the MCC, which results in increased booked room nights and revenues to Monterey hotels and to the
destination overall.
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Monterey Conference Target Audiences
Segment

Corporate

State Association

National
Association

SMERF

Definition

Company/group
authorized to act as
a single entity

Group organized
for a joint purpose
with State-only
membership

Group organized
for a joint
purpose with
National-only
membership

Acronym: Social,
Military,
Educational,
Religious or
Fraternal groups

Timing

Can meet any time
of the year, but
avoid summer
months/holidays.
2–3 day pattern
Range: 10-600
people

Book in spring and
fall dates on
weekdays.

Book in spring or
fall dates on
weekdays.

3–5 day pattern
Range: 100-800
people

3–5 day pattern
Range: 300-1,000
people

More rate sensitive
and more flexible
with dates

Somewhat rate
sensitive, less
flexible with
dates

Pricing Needs





Will pay higher
rates, but not
flexible with dates

Looking for deal
periods so book
summer or holiday
and off-peak
winter months.

Most flexible with
dates, looking for
the best deal

Corporate
o Technology/Software
o Agriculture
o Pharmaceutical
o Energy
o Financial
o Medical
o Telecommunications
o Manufacturing
Association
o Higher Rated State Association
o National Association

The MCCVB dashboard will be updated on a monthly basis utilizing the booking and lead economic
impact calculations from Simpleview, Monthly STR Reports and City TOT financial reports based on the
following KPIs:
1. Increase annual economic impact of groups booked for Monterey Conference Center
2. Significantly increase room night bookings to Monterey hotels
3. Year-over-year TOT growth
4. Year-over-year RevPAR growth
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Group Marketing Communications will continue to support the MCC and MCCVB sales teams in creating
interest in and driving bookings to the conference center. The marketing communications plan will
include paid, social and earned media and will focus on the following objectives:
o Showcase MCC construction highlights by rotating MCC messaging to key target audiences
and markets.
o Maximize key trade show presence by aligning media around important MCCVB/MCC trade
shows and events.
o Target beyond the meeting planner by building on the audience targeting successes of FY1516 and reach c-suite level decision makers.
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Marketing Communications
Marketing Communications will continue the evolution toward content marketing. Personnel and
resources are geared to generating and distributing content that is specifically designed to drive
overnight visitation.
1.

Campaign to support need periods with content that supports brand

strategy and principles.
2.
Create bigger content moments through tent pole activations in key feeder
markets.
3.
Create always-on branding that runs year-round and features evergreen
content and creative.
Being a content marketing organization involves more qualitative marketing, hence starting in FY15-16
much more emphasis was placed on reaching the right audience (target segments), in the right place
(proximity) with the right message (tailored content). This approach will expand in the coming years.
There is a trade-off with qualitative marketing; for example, it’s less important to drive up overall web
visits and more important that we attract people to the web who are likely to take a trip to Monterey
County.

Choreographed Go-to-Market Approach
Seasonal Campaign

Content
Bursts
Always on Content






Utilize content marketing to drive engagement—qualified web and social traffic
Maintain and build upon targeted earned media (ad equivalency) in key feeder markets
Build upon and evolve group and MCC marketing programs
Build upon and evolve international marketing in key and opportunistic markets
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Better utilize and share research and reporting for community and members
Increase collaboration with community and members on content marketing and key programs
(e.g., Sustainable Moments)

Previously, paid media was the foundation for our marketing approach with two major promotions per
year (fall and spring) and a level of on-going media placements. In the next year, paid media will
increasingly be used to generate and amplify content engagement. There will still be one major
promotion per year (fall) and the additional paid media will be used to spike social media reach and
engagement.
Examples:
• TripAdvisor and Travel Zoo
• Content hubs in key markets
• Blog posts by brand influencers

Extending from the approach that began in FY15-16, the primary area of focus for earned media will be
on the regions and markets with highest potential, determined in part by proximity. Public relations focus
will also include overall national and international markets, but the primary tracking goal will be on
targeted earned media in designated regions and markets. In addition, more effort will be made to
amplify all earned media through social channels.
Examples:
• Media FAMs
• Earned media placements in key strategic markets

Facebook will continue to be the main area of focus for our social program. It is both an excellent channel
for content distribution and amplification as well as for converting website traffic with high-potential
visits. Instagram will also remain a primary channel of focus. Twitter, Pinterest and other channels will
continue to be utilized in accordance with the type of content and the users of these channels.
Examples:
• Facebook
• Instagram
• Twitter
• Blog

LEISURE
FULL CALENDAR AVAILABLE ONLINE: SeeMonterey.com/Calendar
Have questions or suggestions? Email info@SeeMonterey.com or call 888-221-1010
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The communication effectiveness study is evolving into a brand preference index that will be more
appropriate to measuring the effectiveness of integrated communications with content marketing as a
base (as opposed to using paid media as the base, as was done in the past). This measure will be
conducted once at the end of each fiscal year. An annual visitor profile study will be published at the
midpoint in December as a summary of the previous calendar year’s research.

China remains the primary focus with the majority share of the international budget,
with smaller allocations for Canada and Mexico. An additional portion will be used for
opportunistic outreach, including the UK and Europe through the newly founded San
Jose/Santa Cruz regional partnership, dubbed “San Jose to Monterey Bay.”

California
 Drive – Northern Cal, Central Valley, Central Coast, Northern LA region
 Fly – LA, SoCal (Orange, Riverside, San Diego Counties)
Domestic
 Short Haul – WA, AZ, CO, NV, OR
 Long Haul – TX, IL, NY
 National (Lifestyle)
 Group
International
 China
 Canada
 Mexico

INTERNATIONAL
FULL CALENDAR AVAILABLE ONLINE: SeeMonterey.com/Calendar
Have questions or suggestions? Email info@SeeMonterey.com or call 888-221-1010
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Visitor Services &
Membership
The mission of Visitor Services is to lengthen stays, expand visitor
distribution throughout the region and increase visitor spending.
As the welcoming face of our destination, the Monterey Visitors
Center at El Estero Park is open 7 days a week, 361 days a year.
Our specialists play a key role in guiding visitors looking for ways
to create a truly authentic Monterey County experience. By
engaging in informative and lively conversations, our specialists
directly contribute to the positive economic impact made by
visitors. Our team will continue to focus on inspiring and
encouraging people to do and see more during their time here.

•
•

More walk-in visitors are looking for places to stay
(per our survey results) than the previous year
Satellite Visitor Center opportunities have grown
year-over-year

Because of the widespread availability of WiFi and technology, we continue to witness firsthand the
national trend of a minor decline in walk-in traffic at Visitor Information Centers. However, we are still
welcoming more than 100,000 annual customers seeking information. MCCVB will continue to invest in
technology to meet the needs of those seeking information on enriching their travel experience. Our
Visitors Services goal of extending stays is accomplished by regularly gathering accommodations’
availability and using it to connect customers with the lodging products that they are looking for. We
assist customers in making reservations directly from the center on a daily basis. Last year, the team
influenced more than 90,000 incremental overnight stays, resulting in $29.4 million in additional visitor
spending. Canada, Germany, France, Australia and China remain the top five countries of origin of the
Visitor Center’s international customers.

Satellite Visitors Centers give us the opportunity for visitor engagement outside of the Visitors Center. By
coordinating with local events, meetings, conferences and scheduled cruise ships, we are able to help
connect our member businesses with visiting customers. Our team takes our portable booth, brochures,
maps and other materials around the county to greet and influence guests wherever they are.

As we continue to try to influence visitors to extend their stay and experience more, with a goal of 60% of
visitors influenced, we strive to use our resources in the most strategic, efficient ways. The MCCVB
solicits, gathers and distributes member brochures wherever possible. The Monterey County Official
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Visitors Guide is distributed and available to visitors in 18 California welcome centers, 9 California
airports and over 300 local businesses and lodging properties. It is also available for download on the
seemonterey.com website, so the most up-to-date information is always at our guests’ fingertips. We are
always looking for additional ways to positively impact travel and exceed customers’ expectations.

MCCVB Membership programs are the building blocks to fostering and maintaining mutually beneficial
relationships with tourism related businesses and organizations in our destination. We get to know our
members, gain an understanding of their customers and discuss the alignment of MCCVB member
benefits to their needs.
We engage our members through coordinated activities and events including our annual meeting,
quarterly member orientations, quarterly forums, the Meet a Member series, extranet trainings, content
and social marketing workshops and familiarization tours (FAMs). These activities enable MCCVB team
members to see and experience the products and services offered by their fellow members. They also
allow opportunities for the members to learn about MCCVB programs and how they might best utilize
and participate in all that MCCVB does to increase tourism.
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Community Relations
The MCCVB is committed to working with our stakeholders, partners and funding jurisdictions to grow
the tourism economy in Monterey County. In FY16-17, our environment will continue to change and we
will pursue opportunities to evolve our programs and initiatives to meet the needs of the destination.
This year, Community Relations will focus on increasing communications and outreach to ensure an
ongoing dialog with our community, residents, funding jurisdictions and industry colleagues.

To ensure the quality of life for Monterey
County residents and community
stakeholders, MCCVB has launched a
campaign to bring awareness to the
importance of responsible tourism.
Monterey County is a popular destination,
and in order to remain that way, we must
balance quality of life for our residents with the needs of visitors. MCCVB
has identified the need to proactively reach visitors in order to educate
and encourage them to treat our destination, wildlife, natural beauty and
neighborhoods with care. The campaign has two objectives:
1. Address community concerns and engage residents and
stakeholders in helping to promote the campaign in their
businesses and jurisdictions.
2. Educate visitors by weaving Sustainable Moments messaging
throughout our website, visitors’ guides, ad campaigns, tour
operator education and marketing materials in an engaging way
that makes them want to learn more and gets them to buy in to
the facets of the campaign.

1. Conservation
 Stay on trails while hiking, bring reusable water bottles and
eco bags, etc.
2. Safety
 Parking guidelines, animal welfare regulations, etc.
3. Convenience
 Public transport, public restroom maps, waste disposal
locations, etc.
More information and content regarding this ongoing initiative is available on our website:
SeeMonterey.com/Sustainable.
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